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Abstract. The science case and associated science requirements for a next-generation
Very Large Array (ngVLA) are described, highlighting the five key science goals developed out of a community-driven vision of the highest scientific priorities in the next
decade. Building on the superb cm observing conditions and existing infrastructure of
the VLA site in the U.S. Southwest, the ngVLA is envisaged to be an interferometric
array with more than 10 times the sensitivity and spatial resolution of the current VLA
and ALMA, operating at frequencies spanning ∼ 1.2 − 116 GHz with extended baselines reaching across North America. The ngVLA will be optimized for observations at
wavelengths between the exquisite performance of ALMA at submm wavelengths, and
the future SKA-1 at decimeter to meter wavelengths, thus lending itself to be highly
complementary with these facilities. The ngVLA will be the only facility in the world
that can tackle a broad range of outstanding scientific questions in modern astronomy
by simultaneously delivering the capability to: (1) unveil the formation of Solar System
analogues; (2) probe the initial conditions for planetary systems and life with astrochemistry; (3) characterize the assembly, structure, and evolution of galaxies from the
first billion years to the present; (4) use pulsars in the Galactic center as fundamental
tests of gravity; and (5) understand the formation and evolution of stellar and supermassive blackholes in the era of multi-messenger astronomy.

1.

Introduction

The Very Large Array (VLA) has had a major impact on nearly every branch of astronomy, and the results of its research are abundant in the pages of scientific journals and
textbooks. Five years after the completion of the Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA)
Project, and more than 40 years since the first VLA antenna was commissioned, the
VLA has strengthened its position as the most versatile, widely-used radio telescope in
the world. Rededicated as the Karl G. Jansky VLA in March 2012, the array continues
to make cutting-edge discoveries across a broad range of disciplines including exoplanet formation, galaxy formation in the nearby and distant Universe, and the rapidly
growing field of time-domain astronomy. More than 3,000 researchers from around the
world have used the VLA to carry out more than 11,000 observing projects.
Inspired by the VLA’s ability to perennially deliver high-impact scientific results,
and to prepare for the changing landscape in science priorities and capabilities of facilities at other wavelengths, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) recently
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started to consider ways to continue the legacy of the VLA as one of the most powerful
radio telescopes to be included in the next generation of the world’s suite of cutting
edge astronomical observatories. By teaming with the greater astronomical community
in an exercise to develop a cogent science case requiring observations at cm–mm wavelengths, NRAO is now currently pursuing a large collecting area radio interferometer
that will open completely new discovery space by delivering an angular resolution and
sensitivity that is each an order of magnitude larger than that of the VLA and the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), allowing it to address fundamental questions
in all major areas of astrophysics.
This chapter describes the community response following a solicitation from the
NRAO to develop key science cases for a future U.S.-led radio telescope, the next generation Very Large Array (ngVLA). The resulting list of more than 80 science use cases
received by NRAO represent some of the fundamental astrophysical problems that require observing capabilities at cm–mm wavelengths well beyond those of existing, or
already planned, telescopes. The summary of this exercise has resulted in a transformative radio facility having roughly 10 times the sensitivity of the VLA and ALMA,
frequency coverage from ∼ 1.2 − 116 GHz with up to 20 GHz of instantaneous sampled
bandwidth, a compact core for good sensitivity to low surface-brightness emission, and
extended baselines reaching across North America for extremely high-resolution imaging. The ngVLA is being built on the scientific and technical legacies of the VLA and
ALMA, and is being designed to provide the next major leap forward in our understanding of planets, galaxies, black holes, and the dynamic sky. As such, the ngVLA will
open a new window on the universe through ultra-sensitive imaging of thermal line and
continuum emission down to milliarcecond resolution, as well as deliver unprecedented
broad band continuum polarimetric imaging of non-thermal processes.
2.

Developing the ngVLA Key Science Goals

The ngVLA Science Advisory Committee (SAC)1 , a group of 24 leading scientists with
a wide range of interests and expertise appointed by NRAO, in collaboration with the
broader international astronomical community, recently developed a series of than 80
compelling science cases requiring ≈200 unique observations between ∼ 1.2−116 GHz
with sensitivity, angular resolution, and mapping capabilities far beyond those provided
by the VLA, ALMA, and the Square Kilometre Array Phase 1 (SKA-1). The science cases submitted spanned a broad range of topics in the fields of planetary science,
Galactic and extragalactic astronomy, as well as fundamental physics, and formed the
basis for developing the ngVLA Key Science Goals (KSGs).
Given the overwhelmingly large spread of compelling science cases generated by
the community, it is clear that the primary science requirement for the ngVLA is to
be flexible enough to support the wide breadth of scientific investigations that will be
proposed by its highly creative user base over the full lifetime of the instrument. This
mandate is also made obvious given the breadth of scientific endeavors included in
this volume, ranging from studies of planet formation and understanding the conditions
for habitability in other star systems to rigorous testing of the theory of gravity using
pulsars immersed in the space-time potential of the Galaxy’s supermassive black hole.

1
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This in turn makes the ngVLA a different style of instrument than many other facilities
on the horizon (e.g., SKA-1, LSST, etc.), which are heavily focused on carrying out
large surveys.
In the next stage of the process, each of the individual science cases were objectively reviewed and thoroughly discussed by the different Science Working Groups
within the ngVLA-SAC. The ultimate goal of this exercise was to distill the top scientific goals for a future radio/mm telescope. KSGs were identified as projects which
satisfied three criteria: (1) the science case addresses an important and currently unanswered question in astrophysics that has broad implications to communities outside of
radio astronomy; (2) progress in this area is uniquely addressed by the capabilities of
the ngVLA; and (3) the science case exhibits strong synergies/complementarity with
science being pursued by other existing/planned facilities in the & 2025 time frame.
The resulting initial KSGs, along with the results from the entire list of over 80
science use cases (Selina, Murphy & Erickson 2017) were then presented and discussed
with the broader community at the ngVLA Science and Technology Workshop June
26 − 29, 2017 in Socorro NM in an attempt to build consensus around a single vision
for the key science missions of the ngVLA. Here we describe the five KSGs to come
out of this community-driven science use case capture process (see Table 1) along with
their corresponding requirements that in turn drive the Reference Design described by
Selina et al. (this volume, p. 15).

3. The ngVLA Key Science Goals and Associated Requirements
In this section we briefly describe each of the five highest-priority ngVLA KSGs that
are expected to be carried out during the lifetime of the ngVLA (see Table 1). We also
provide a brief description of their basic requirements that in turn form the foundation
used to construct the ngVLA Reference Design described in Selina et al. (this volume,
p. 15). A more detailed description of the ngVLA KSGs can be found in (Bolatto
et al. 2017), and the corresponding full description of the ngVLA Level 0 Science
Requirements can be found in Murphy et al. (2017).

Table 1.

KSG
1
2
3
4
5

The ngVLA Key Science Goals

Title
Unveiling the Formation of Solar System Analogs on Terrestrial Scales
Probing the Initial Conditions for Planetary Systems and Life with
Astrochemistry
Charting the Assembly, Structure, and Evolution of Galaxies from the
First Billion Years to the Present
Using Pulsars in the Galactic Center to Make a Fundamental Test of Gravity
Understanding the Formation and Evolution of Stellar and Supermassive
Black Holes in the Era of Multi-Messenger Astronomy
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Figure 1.
Simulated ngVLA observations of protoplanetary disk continuum
emission perturbed by a Jupiter mass planet at 5 au (left), a 10 Earth mass planet
at 5 au (center), and a 30 Earth mass planet at 2.5 au (right). The ngVLA observations at 100 GHz were simulated with 5 mas angular resolution and 0.5 µJy/bm rms
(Ricci et al. 2018).

3.1.

KSG 1: Unveiling the Formation of Solar System Analogs on Terrestrial
Scales

Planets are thought to be assembled in disks around pre-main sequence stars, but the
physical processes responsible for their formation are poorly understood. Only recently,
optical, infrared, and (sub-) millimeter telescopes have achieved the angular resolution
required to spatially resolve the innermost regions of nearby protoplanetary disks, unveiling morphological features with characteristic sizes of >20 au suggestive of gravitational perturbations of yet unseen giant planets. This in turn provides a powerful
tool to measure planet masses, orbital radii, study the circumplanetary environment,
and investigate how forming planets interact with the circumstellar material. The angular resolution, frequency coverage, and sensitivity of current disk imagery is limited
to probing for the presence of planets more massive than Neptune at orbital radii larger
than 20 − 30 au. The next step forward in the study of planet formation is the ability to
image the formation of super-Earths and giant planets across the entire disk, particularly
within 10 au from the central star.
To achieve this science goal requires that the ngVLA have the frequency coverage,
sensitivity, and angular resolution to be able to measure the planet initial mass function
down to a mass of 5 − 10 Earth masses. This capability will unveil the formation of
planetary systems similar to our own Solar System by probing the presence of planets
on orbital radii as small as 0.5 au at the distance of ≈140 pc. The ngVLA shall also
be able to reveal circumplanetary disks and sub-structures in the distribution of mmsize dust particles created by close-in planets and measure the orbital motion of these
features on monthly timescales.
This in turn requires continuum observations for center frequencies between 20 −
110 GHz with angular resolution better than 5 mas. This requirement will enable studies
on the formation of planets in the innermost 10 au of nearby (.140 pc) proto-planetary
disks. Extensive simulations of the disks perturbed by planets (see Figure 1; Ricci et al.
2018), suggest that a sensitivity of 0.2 µJy/bm in the continuum at 100 GHz is required
to routinely map structures in the dust distribution created by planets of mass down
to 10 Earth-masses and orbital radius of 2.5 au. Matching resolution (i.e., 5 mas) and
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achieving a continuum sensitivity of order 0.02 µJy/bm at 30 GHz will map the planetdisk interactions where the disk emission is expected to be optically thin.
3.2.

KSG 2: Probing the Initial Conditions for Planetary Systems and Life with
Astrochemistry

One of the most challenging aspects in understanding the origin and evolution of planets
and planetary systems is tracing the influence of chemistry on the physical evolution of
a system from a molecular cloud to a solar system, while also trying to determine the
potential for habitability. To make significant progress in this area requires that the
ngVLA has the frequency coverage and sensitivity to be able to detect predicted, but
as yet unobserved, complex prebiotic species that are the basis of our understanding
of chemical evolution toward amino acids and other biogenic molecules. In doing so,
the ngVLA will also allow us to detect and study chiral molecules, testing ideas on the
origins of homochirality in biological systems. The detection of such complex organic
molecules will provide the chemical initial conditions of forming solar systems and
individual planets.

Figure 2.
A conservative simulation of 30 as-yet-undetected complex interstellar
molecules (black) likely to be observed by the ngVLA above the confusion limit
around hot cores with typical sizes of ∼ 1 − 4′′ . Key molecules are highlighted in
color. (Credit: B. McGuire)

Presently, existing observations of complex organic (prebiotic) molecules using
ALMA and the Great Bank Telescope (GBT) are hitting the limit of what can be
accomplished due to a combination of achievable sensitivity and line confusion at
higher frequencies. Both problems can be solved by sensitive observations in the
cm-wave regime with the ngVLA. State-of-the-art models predict these molecules will
display emission lines with intensities that are easily detectable with the ngVLA, but
well below the current detectability thresholds of existing telescopes including ALMA,
GBT, and IRAM. Figure 2 shows simulations of a representative set of the types of
molecules whose discovery will be enabled by the ngVLA: N, O, and S-bearing small
aromatic molecules, direct amino acid precursors, biogenic species such as sugars, chiral molecules, and, possibly amino acids themselves. The simulation assumes column
densities of 1012 − 1014 cm−2 (with more complex molecules being assigned lower column densities), a temperature of 200 K, and 3 km/s linewidth.
To achieve this science goal requires an angular resolution on the order of 50 mas
at 50 GHz along with an rms sensitivity of 30 µJy/bm/km/s for frequencies between
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Figure 3.
Top Panels: Simulations based on M 51 with molecular mass scaled by
1.4× (z = 0.5) and 3.5× (z = 2) to match the lowest molecular mass galaxies observable by ALMA and NOEMA (Carilli & Shao 2017). The synthesized beam shown
in the bottom left corner is (left to right) θ s = 0.′′ 19, 0.′′ 20, and 0.′′ 43 corresponding
to linear scales L = 1.2, 1.7, and 3.7 kpc, respectively. Integration times are 30 hr.
Bottom Panels: The spiral galaxy M 74 illustrating the CO molecular disk imaged
by ALMA (red; Schinnerer in prep.), the stellar disk at 4.5 µm imaged by Spitzer
(green; Kennicutt et al. 2003), and the atomic disk imaged in Hi by the VLA (blue;
Walter et al. 2008), showing the gas phases to which the ngVLA will be sensitive.
Bottom Right Panel: A zoom in showing the CO J = 2 → 1 map at 1′′ resolution.

16 − 50 GHz. Further, spectral resolution of 0.1 km/s is required, preferably concurrent
with broadband (4+ GHz) observations.
3.3.

KSG 3: Charting the Assembly, Structure, and Evolution of Galaxies from
the First Billion Years to the Present

To make substantial progress in the field of galaxy formation and evolution requires
that the ngVLA have the sensitivity to survey cold gas in thousands of galaxies back
to early cosmic epochs, while simultaneously enabling routine sub-kiloparsec scale
resolution imaging of their gas reservoirs. In doing so, the ngVLA will afford a unique
view into how galaxies accrete, process, and expel their gas through detailed imaging
of their extended atomic/molecular reservoirs and circumgalactic regions. To reveal the
detailed physical conditions for galaxy assembly and evolution throughout the history
of the universe requires that the ngVLA also have enough sensitivity to map the physical
and chemical properties of molecular gas over the entire local galaxy population.
To carry out detailed studies of CO kinematics of high-z galaxies and blind CO
searches of > 1000 galaxies requires a line sensitivity of ∼46 µJy/bm/km/s at 0.′′ 1 and
1′′ angular resolution between 10 − 50 GHz with a spectral resolution of 5 km/s. This
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is illustrated by a simulation of M 51 (the Whirlpool galaxy) shown in the top three
panels of Figure 3 (see Carilli & Shao 2017). The spatial and kinematic information
recovered by the ngVLA allows for the measurement of a precise rotation curve, which
would only be possible to obtain from ALMA with an extraordinarily large (∼ 1000 hr)
time investment. Furthermore, a large instantaneous bandwidth (i.e., a minimum 1.6:1
BW ratio, up to 20 GHz instantaneous bandwidth) is required to conduct wide band
observations at 5 km/s resolution to efficiently perform blind surveys of large cosmic
volumes in a single observation and provide routine access molecular species in addition to CO (e.g., HCN, HCO+ , or N2 H+ ).
Thermal imaging of 0.1 − 0.2 K sensitivity of CO (115 GHz) at 0.′′ 1 angular resolution and 1 km/s spectral resolution is required for detailed studies of molecular gas
in the nearby universe (see bottom panels of Figure 3). Thermal imaging of 1 − 5 mK
sensitivity between 70 and 116 GHz at 1 − 5′′ angular resolution and 1 − 5 km/s spectral
resolution is required to support studies of gas density across the local universe.
Full 1.2−116 GHz frequency coverage is required to obtain accurate, simultaneous
measurements of star formation rates from free-free continuum and radio recombination line (RRL) emission. Angular resolutions of 0.′′ 1 − 1′′ for continuum imaging
at all available frequencies are required. A continuum sensitivity of 0.15 µJy/bm at
33 GHz for a 1′′ synthesized beam is required to robustly study star formation within
large samples of nearby galaxies. For studies of galaxies in the local universe, accurate
recovery of flux density for extended objects on arcminute scales at all frequencies is
required, along with the ability to make large mosaics or conduct on-the-fly line and/or
continuum mappings of galaxies that extend beyond the area of a single primary beam.
Finally, a brightness dynamic range of ≈50 and 40 db is required at 10 GHz for
deep field continuum studies of MW-like galaxies at Cosmic Noon to not be dynamic
range limited in total and polarized intensity, respectively. Such deep field observations
will be sensitive to &90% of all stars formed since z . 3.
3.4.

KSG 4: Using Pulsars in the Galactic Center to Make a Fundamental Test
of Gravity

Testing theories of gravity requires probing as close as possible to the strong field
regime, for which pulsars near the Galactic Center offer a powerful path forward. However, only a handful of pulsars in the central half-degree of the Galaxy are currently
known (see Figure 4), which may be the result of enhanced radio-wave scattering toward the inner Galaxy that further decreases the effective sensitivity of searches, by
increasing both the dispersion measure smearing and pulse broadening. Observing at
higher frequencies than currently planned for the SKA can mitigate radio-wave scattering, but by itself the benefits are limited because of the generally steep radio spectra of
pulsars. Thus, to achieve this goal, the ngVLA must deliver a combination of sensitivity
and frequency range, enabling it to probe much deeper into the likely Galactic Center
pulsar population to address fundamental questions in relativity and stellar evolution.
The ability to address these questions is afforded by the fact that pulsars in the Galactic
Center represent clocks moving in the space-time potential of a super-massive black
hole and allow for qualitatively new tests of theories of gravity. More generally, they
offer the opportunity to constrain the history of star formation, stellar dynamics, stellar
evolution, and the magneto-ionic medium in the Galactic Center.
To carryout this science requires that the ngVLA be able to support pulsar search
and timing observations from ∼ 1 − 30 GHz for Galactic Center pulsars. Pulsar search-
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Figure 4.
The pulsar distribution near the Galactic Center. Despite being the
highest density in the Galaxy and multiple searches at sensitivities comparable to
the VLA, only a few pulsars are known though ∼ 1000 are predicted. (Credit: R.
Wharton)

ing requires the ability to search on 100 µs scales (20 µs scales desired), while timing
requires 20 µs resolution. A continuum sensitivity equivalent of order 50 nJy/bm is
desired at 20 GHz, which is a significant improvement compared to existing 100 mclass radio telescopes that have found few pulsars, indicating that substantial additional
sensitivity is necessary. The system timing accuracy also must be better than 10 ns
(1 ns desired) over periods correctable to a known standard from 30 min to 10 yr. To
efficiently time time multiple pulsars, the array must have the ability to make multiple (minimum 10) beams (i.e., phase centers within the primary beam) within a single
subarray, or distributed amongst multiple subarrays. Timing multiple pulsars within a
single primary beam is desirable. Support for 5 or more independent de-dispersion and
folding threads is desired.
3.5.

KSG 5: Understanding the Formation and Evolution of Stellar and Supermassive Black Holes in the Era of Multi-Messenger Astronomy

While we now know that black holes exist on practically all mass scales, the astrophysics of how these objects form and grow remains a mystery. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) is now detecting black holes that are substantially more massive than previously known stellar mass black holes, and observing
black hole-black hole mergers, although we do not know how black hole binaries form.
While supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are thought to be widespread in galaxy centers, we do not understand how their growth was seeded or how (and how often) these
extreme objects merge. To address these questions requires that the ngVLA have the
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Figure 5.
Two tiny, but very dense neutron stars merge and explode as a kilonova.
Such a very rare event produces gravitational waves and electromagnetic radiation,
as observed on 17 August 2017. The ngVLA will play a pivotal role in characterizing the physics of such events in the era of multi-messenger astronomy. (Artist’s
impression, Credit: ESO/L. CalÇada/M. Kornmesser).

combination of sensitivity and angular resolution to be able to survey everything from
the remnants of massive stars to the supermassive black holes that lurk in the centers of
galaxies, making it the ultimate black hole hunting machine. High-resolution imaging
abilities are required to separate low-luminosity black hole systems in our local Universe from background sources, thereby providing critical constraints on the formation
and growth of black holes of all sizes and mergers of black hole-black hole binaries.
To become the ultimate black-hole survey instrument requires that the ngVLA
have high angular resolution (mas – µas) imaging with relative astrometric accuracy
that is < 1% of the synthesized beam FWHM or equal to the positional uncertainty
in the reference frame, for a bright (S NR & 100) point source. Such high-resolution
imaging will enable proper motion separation of local black holes (both Galactic and in
nearby galaxies, out to 15 Mpc) from background sources. Long baselines are required
to enable the ngVLA to image the SMBH binaries that will be detected in gravitational waves by LISA and pulsar timing arrays. These astrometric science goals benefit
from the implementation of very long baselines (& 1000 km for mas – µas accuracy).
Associated VLBI recording capabilities shall be available for 3 or more beams (for 2
calibrators and the science target).
The field of multi-messenger astronomy continues to mature as we continue to
open new astronomical windows through gravitational waves and neutrino observations. However, to progress further in our understanding of the physics associated with
these phenomena requires the ability to localize and characterize the sources. Only the
detection of the electromagnetic radiation associated with these energetic, and often
cataclysmic events, can provide precise localization, establish energetics and allow us
to understand how such events interact with their surrounding environments. Thus, to
have a transformational impact in the growing era of multi-messenger astronomy, the
ngVLA must also be able to identify the radio counterparts to transient sources discovered by gravitational wave, neutrino, and optical observatories (see Figure 5). This
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requires high-resolution, fast-mapping capabilities to make it the preferred instrument
to pinpoint transients associated with violent phenomena such as supermassive black
hole mergers and blast waves.
Specifically, mapping a ∼10 square degree region (i.e., the localization uncertainty
expected by gravitational wave detectors when ngVLA is operational) to a depth of
∼ 1 µJy/bm at 2.5 GHz for detection of NS-NS and NS-BH mergers is required. Completing the on-the-fly mapping of each epoch within ∼ 10 hr is desirable. Similarly,
mapping a ∼ 10 square degree region at 28 GHz to a depth of ∼ 10 µJy/bm with on-thefly mapping is required for localization of LISA-detected SMBH mergers. Again, completing the on-the-fly mapping of each epoch within ∼ 10 hr is desirable. Furthermore,
an rms sensitivity of ≈ 0.23 µJy/bm at 10 GHz for a 0.6 mas beam (i.e., on continentalscale baselines) is required to detect a source like GW170817 with a S NR ≈ 10 at the
Adv. LIGO horizon distance of 200 Mpc, which will in turn allow for measurements
(movies) of its expansion at the 5σ level.
The ability to receive and respond to external triggers rapidly is also an essential
requirement to enable multi-messenger science. Triggered response times not to exceed
10 minutes is required, while response times of better than 3 minutes is desired. The
ability to perform time-domain transient searchers (e.g., for Fast Radio Bursts) requires
a search capability on 100 µs scales, with 20 µs scales desired.

4.

Summary

The ngVLA is being designed to tap into the astronomical community’s intellectual curiosity by providing them with a world-class instrument that will enable a broad range
of scientific discoveries (e.g., planet formation, signatures of pre-biotic molecules, cosmic cycling of cool gas in galaxies, tests of gravity, characterizing the energetics of
gravitational wave counterparts, etc.). Based on community input to date, the ngVLA
is the obvious next step to build on the VLA’s legacy and continue the U.S.’s place as
a world leader in radio astronomy. The ultimate goal of the ngVLA is to give the U.S.
and international communities a highly capable and flexible instrument to pursue their
science in critical, yet complementary ways, with the large range of multi-wavelength
facilities that are on a similar horizon. Presently, there have been no major technological risks identified. However, the project is continually looking to take advantage of
major engineering innovations, seeking to optimize the performance and operational efficiency of the facility. As the project continues to move forward and mature, the project
will continue to work with the community to refine the ngVLA science mission and instrument specifications/performance. This science book acts as a major milestones in
this effort.
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